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What this presentation is not

This is not a masterclass in critical appraisal skills

To improve your critical appraisal skills read
How to Read a Paper: The Basics of Evidence Based 

Medicine 
Greenhalgh T

(all available online and free at http://www.bmj.com/)
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The problem (i)

“The Internet is a veritable bouillabaisse for finding 
information, with a huge and outrageously expanding 
pot, and you never know when you stick your fork in 
what tasty morsel or bit of fish debris you will stab.”

Sackett et al. 1997
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The problem (ii)
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The problem (iii)
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The question

“There are known knowns; there are things we know we 
know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is 
to say we know there are some things we do not know. 
But there are also unknown unknowns - the ones we 
don't know we don't know.”

Rumsfeld 2002
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Ask answerable questions

We are stuck with the known knowns, so

� What is most important to my patient?
� What can I feasibly answer?
� What question is most interesting to me?
� Is this relevant to my wider practice?
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+Use Google ~better

To learn how to use Google better see tutorials at:
http://www.googleguide.com/
http://www.googletutor.com/

Bookmark this page
http://www.googleguide.com/cheatsheet.html
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Trust (i)

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phishing
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Trust (ii)

1. Trust evolved to be personal and local
2. Internet trust is often personal and global
3. Where trust is not personal we look for proxies
4. Trust is not about truth; it’s about whether the materials 

are presented in good faith
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Trust proxies
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What is Medline?� Main bibliographic database of the US NLM� Covers medicine, nursing, dentistry, veterinary medicine, 
healthcare systems, and preclinical sciences � Contains over 13 million citations and author abstracts from 
more than 5000 biomedical journals� These come from the US and over 70 other countries and 
date back to the 1960s� BUT records are mainly from English-language sources or 
have English abstracts� Updated weekly
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Medline citations

� Title of the journal article
� Names of the authors
� Abstract published with the article
� Controlled Vocabulary Search Terms (MeSH headings)
� Journal Source Information
� First Author Affiliation
� Language in which the article was published
� Publication Type (description of the type of article, e.g., 

Review, Letter, etc.)
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The power of Medline

Supplementary indexing created by the indexing staff of the 
NLM

� Including
�Publication types
�Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) - each citation 

receives 5-25 (usually 3 major)
�Subheadings - indexers can add around 90 

possible subheadings to MeSH terms to facilitate 
searches
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MeSH

� There are over 19000 MeSH terms arranged 
hierarchically within the MeSH Tree Structure

� Effectively keywords they give Medline uniformity and 
consistency

� 15 principal parent MeSH term branches
� MeSH terms are revised annually
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15 branches of MeSH

A.  Anatomy
B.  Organisms
C.  Diseases
D.  Chemicals and Drugs
E.  Analytical, Diagnostic and Therapeutic Techniqu es and Equipment
F.  Psychiatry and Psychology
G. Biological Sciences
H. Physical Sciences
I.  Anthropology, Education, Sociology and Social P henomena
J.  Technology and Food and Beverages
K. Humanities
L. Information Science
M. Persons
N. Health Care
Z. Geographic Locations
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MeSH is hierarchical

Breast cancer is not a MeSH term
� C. Diseases

�C04 Neoplasms
�C04.588 Neoplasms by site

�C04.588.180 Breast neoplasms [Breast cancer 
finds]

» C04.588.180.260 Breast neoplasms, male
» C04.588.180.520 Mammary neoplasms
» C04.588.180.525 Mammary neoplasms, 

experimental
» C04.588.180.762 Phyllodes tumour
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Exploding a Medline search

� Means that all records for terms beneath your search 
term in the tree structure will be found

� Some Medline tools, such as PubMed do this 
automatically

� Therefore, having some knowledge of the tree structure 
will improve your searching

� See http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser.html
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Too lazy to learn?

� Try “bootstrapping”
� If you know a key article in the field find it
�Check its MeSH terms
�Search those

This is effectively what the “Related Article” function in 
PubMed does
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Medline searches use Boolean logic

� George Boole was a 19th century English mathematician
� Described logic in algebraic terms
� Formalised what we today call Boolean logic

�AND
�OR 
�NOT

See http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/disted/pubmedtutorial/020_350.html
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All Medlines are not the same

www.intute.ac.uk
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Pubmed is more than just Medline

� Healthstar - a database of literature on health services, 
technology, administration and research

� Premedline - Medline data that is awaiting indexing 
“[MEDLINE record in process]”

� Publisher - Supplied Citations - citations to journals only 
selectively indexed in Medline

� LinkOut - to (free) full-text articles, sequence data, etc.
� Books
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Clinical queries

� Pubmed has built-in clinical filters (based on Haynes et 
al. 1994)

� Allows searching in four separate study categories 
�therapy 
�diagnosis 
�etiology 
�prognosis

� Not comprehensive - “therapy” is mainly drug therapy -
best for adult general medicine
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Medline shortcomings

� Not comprehensive
�Medline misses around 50% of published trials

� US journals and English language bias
� Absence of other data sources, congress abstracts, etc.
� MeSH is a subject-oriented indexing system
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Medline tips

� Identify key concepts 

� Determine alternative terms for these concepts, if 
necessary

� Understand how MeSH works

� Refine your search by combining terms AND/OR using 
limits

� Understand how your software works

� Practice

� Be aware of limitations and other resources

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/disted/pubmedtutorial/
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Summary

To find and select the best medical information

� Understand that the available info is vast…

� But not always helpful: Ask answerable questions

� Understand how your search system works

� Be clear about what information sources you will trust

� Caveat lector – your patient is your responsibility


